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New Vision, New Management:  
Progident GO!
Progident’s team is pleased to 
announce the addition of new entry-
level software to its range of manage-
ment products.

Introducing Progident GO, a simple, 
fully hosted (Cloud) appointment and 
billing management solution designed 
for dentists who are looking for a tool 
that is easy to install and use.

Progident GO includes a basic appoint-
ment book and essential function-
alities for billing and electronic 
transmission to insurers. Created from 
the latest technological innovations 
to the Progident platform, it offers a 
user-friendly, updated interface.

The welcome screen, which looks 
like a dash board, shows all the 
information of a selected file in the 
appointment book, giving you a quick 
“360-degree view” of a patient’s file.

In addition to accepting transmissions 
to insurers, Progident GO includes 
RAMQ and Dentaide account state-
ment reconciliation, for Net+ ACDQ 
subscribers, key functionalities to 
increase the administrative efficiency 
of your clinic.

Since Progident GO operates in hosted 
mode (Cloud), dentists no longer have 
to worry about computer issues like 
managing backup copies. This is a 
huge advantage that lets you concen-
trate all your efforts on caring for your 
patients!

Designed together with dentists and 
the ACDQ, Progident GO makes use 
of Progident’s expertise, which is why 
this innovative and robust solution is 
suited for all cutting-edge clinics.

Our team is proud to add this software 
to its portfolio of products. Thanks to 
its innovative technologies, Progident 
has some wonderful surprises in store 
for its current and future clients.

Come discover Progident GO at the 
ACDQ’s stand (1600) during the next 
Journées dentaires internationales du 
Québec (JDIQ).

For more information about our ser-
vices, call one of our advisers at 
1 800 650-0143. Progident is a service 
of the ACDQ.


